Leaders will know the average amount each person needs to consume on a
trip of this sort to stay energized and healthy.
Leaders will know how to organize the kitchen area, clean-up and store food
using Critter Resistant food Containers (CRCs) and Bear Lines.
Leaders will learn when and how to teach LNT related to food.
Leaders will understand LNT food issues that occur on trail at breaks and
during lunch.
Leaders will know how to clean individual dishes and pots and pans.










Outcomes: Things for you to know and teach so that all participants will be able to
know and do each following bullet by the end of this lesson.

Materials needed:

Resources:
 NOLS – Soft Paths book
 LNT Teaching book – in class resources and for use at the Expeditionary
 Leave No Trace webpage - http://lnt.org/
 Web research

Who is this for (level of experience and age of participants): for those
interested in the outdoors from 6th grade on.

When to teach this topic: Will be discussed some by the Food Group in class, but
also taught and discussed by you on the trail during an early break, at camp during
set-up, and at the end of dinner before clean-up.

Presenters Name:

Catchy Title:

Subject: Dietary Needs and Food Planning

Evaluation: Analyze the strengths and weakness of the lesson as it actually
happened. Include things to avoid next time you teach the lesson, and what went
particularly well. How was the timing of the lesson?

How to Assess each individuals skills:
Closure/Evaluation: How will you close the lesson? How will the students
remember what they learned today? Homework? Summary? Quiz? When? Usually
allow at least 5 to as much as 10 minutes for this section.

Practice (individually if appropriate):

Step 4 __ minutes

Step 3 __ minutes

Step 2 __ minutes

Step 1 __ minutes

Explain & Demonstrate:

Procedures & Activities: Steps, e.g. models, structured practice, guided practice,
independent work. Include time allotments for all steps in each section. Usually 510 minutes per section. Timing is very important.

Very short activity/introduction:

Introduction/Hook: If you are going to take a horse to water...make sure it’s
thirsty. Make sure you are doing this at a time when the participants need this
information and are ready to hear it (are people warm, hydrated and well fed?).

